
LSG Update: 2020 Census Expected April 30, Data for
Redistricting Expected This Summer.

Extension Tracks LSG Request Made Last Summer

January 27, 2021

LSG Colleagues and Supporters,

Last August, the LSG sent a letter to the Texas congressional delegation and the
White House – signed by all 67 LSG members - requesting a four-month
delay until April 30, 2021 for announcing the census count to prevent a
potential pandemic-related undercount. An undercount would have an
extremely harmful impact on federal funding and congressional representation
for Texas. The proposal was supported by four former census directors who
had served under presidents of both political parties.

Today, Census Bureau official Kathleen Styles announced during a National
Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) webinar that 2020 state Census
results that are used for apportioning congressional seats by states are expected
to be announced by April 30, 2021, four months after December 31, 2020. The
more detailed census data needed for redistricting by the states will be
available this summer.

Quoting that LSG letter, we said…
 
“We, the undersigned, call on our Texas congressional delegation to join four
former census directors, who have collectively helped plan, execute and lead
five decennial censuses and served nine Presidents from both parties, in
calling on the President to insure a complete census count by delaying the
deadline to respond to the census until April 30, 2021.

“In addition, we urge you to support their request that Congress assign an
independent, apolitical institution to develop metrics for judging whether the
final census numbers are reasonably accurate and, if not, determine the next
necessary steps to meet that important constitutional responsibility. Failure
to extend the census will result in seriously incomplete enumerations in many
areas across our country, and that would be especially harmful to Texans.”

Today’s announcement underscores the fact that advocating for our
constituents in Washington and our efforts in federal elections have a real
impact on our constituents and the work we do in the Texas House.  

Sincerely,

https://thecensusproject.org/2020/04/14/former-u-s-census-bureau-directors-comment-on-the-u-s-census-bureau-decision-to-extend-the-start-of-2020-census-field-operations-to-june-1-2020/


Representative Garnet F. Coleman             
Chair, Legislative Study Group

COMING SOON: LSG Report on the importance of an accurate
Census Count
 
Before today’s census announcement, the LSG team had been working on a
detailed report on the impact the census count has on federal funding for Texas
and our state budget, as well the development of fair and legal redistricting
plans.  We will be issuing that report in the coming days and hope it will be
useful for you and your staff. 
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